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Abstract: The present study describes the use of a verb suffix complex consisting of 
the ‘along’ suffix and a deictic-directional suffix in Kupsapiny, a Southern Nilotic 
language of Uganda. In addition to specifying deictic direction of motion, this 
suffix complex can be used to emphasize the continuity or iteration of the transla-
tional motion expressed by a motion verb or to motionalize a non-motion verb to 
express associated motion (Koch 1984; Wilkins 1991; Guillaume 2013, 2016). It can 
also function as a pure aspectual marker, which involves no motion at all. There-
fore, the use of this suffix complex always conveys the concept of continuation or 
iteration, and associated motion does not seem to be totally independent of the 
temporal category of aspect in Kupsapiny. Other typological implications of the 
findings are further discussed.
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1 Introduction
The present study1 describes the use of a verb suffix complex in Kupsapiny, a 
Southern Nilotic language of Uganda, which is made up of a suffix that encodes 
continuous motion along some distance for a certain period of time (“‘along’ 
suffix”, henceforth) plus a deictic-directional suffix (“DD suffix”, henceforth). 
This suffix complex (“ALONG-DD complex” for short) has three functions. First, 
as illustrated in (1), it can be used with a motion verb to underscore the continuity 
or iteration of translational motion and provide information on deictic direction 
of motion.

1 The present author examined data that he collected during his sixteen 3–5 week field trips in 
Kapchorwa, Sebei, in Uganda between 2009 and 2019. Data included conversations, folk tales, 
and true stories, as well as speakers’ descriptions of video clips (specifically those for the Cau-
sality across Languages project designed by Jürgen Bohnemeyer and Erika Bellingham and those 
for the NINJAL motion projects designed by Yo Matsumoto) and memory-based descriptions of 
Wallace Chafe’s Pear Film.
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(1) čèè-noomə̀n čè-kkwa čè-lapat-óón-u
ptcp.1pl-leave ptcp.1pl-come.pl ptcp.1pl-run-al.h-ipfv
‘We left, and came running along this way …’
(Story 2018.3-2: M.E.)

Second, as in (2), it can be used with a non-motion verb to motionalize the verb to 
express associated motion (AM) (Koch 1984; Wilkins 1991; Guillaume 2013, 2016).

(2) à-kas-e čoorwéé-ɲuu ɲìmɲimèn-òòn-u
ptcp.1sg-see-ipfv friend-1sg.poss smile-al.h-ipfv
‘… I saw my friend (continuously) smiling as s/he came along …’
(NINJAL(-Kobe) Motion Project, Clip B8-04: Participant 5, C.P.)

Finally, as in (3), it can be used with any type of verb as a pure aspectual marker for 
continuation or iteration, without conveying the occurrence of any motion at all.

(3) ki-ššém kàroomɨn kù-pasèn-aat-ø
d.pst.3-try very.much ptcp.3-ask.to.lend.money-al.th-3
kàriik-í
money.def.pl-emph
‘S/he tried very much to continuously ask people to lend him/her money …’
(Story 2018.3-1: M.E.)

The ALONG-DD suffix complex is not dedicated to any specific type of function. 
Unlike in other languages that have been reported to have markers for AM (both 
those with affixes dedicated to AM and those with DDs that do not always, but can, 
express AM), in Kupsapiny, the use of the ALONG-DD complex always involves the 
concept of continuation or iteration, irrespective of whether it expresses deictic 
direction only, AM and deictic direction, or neither; hence, AM does not seem to 
be totally independent of the temporal category of aspect.

The present chapter is organized as follows. The rest of Section 1 provides 
a brief sketch of Kupsapiny. Section 2 reviews the literature on AM relevant to 
the present study, and raises pertinent issues. These issues include the (non-)
independence of AM from tense and aspect, as well as what types of temporal 
relations AM markers preferably express, and how AM should be dealt with in the 
context of motion typology. Section 3 presents data on two Kupsapiny construc-
tions that use DDs (DD and ALONG-DD). Section 4 discusses the findings. Section 
5 concludes the chapter.

Kupsapiny is spoken by the Sebei people (also known as the Sapiny or Sabiny 
people) in the Sebei region in east Uganda, which is on the northern slopes of Mt. 
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Elgon, crossed by the Uganda-Kenya border, which runs northeast to southwest. 
According to the Uganda Bureau of Statistics 2014 national census, the popula-
tion of the Sebei is 289,456, and almost all of them speak Kupsapiny. This lan-
guage belongs to the Kalenjin branch of the Southern Nilotic language family. The 
dialect of Kupsapiny spoken on the Kenyan side of Mt. Elgon by about 280,000 
people is called Sabaot. Most Sebei, especially those below the age of around 60, 
speak English as their second language. Many Sebei in the eastern Sebei region 
speak Swahili when they interact with Kenyan people for business purposes. 
Some Sebei people who live around the western border of the Sebei region neigh-
boring the Gisu region speak Lumasaaba (called Masaaba in Simons & Fennig 
(eds.) 2018; Bantu, E.31) for business.

Kupsapiny is an agglutinating language with some fusion. It uses both pre-
fixes and suffixes, and shows largely head-marking properties. Word order is rel-
atively rigid VSO, though VOS is used depending on the properties of the subject 
and the object noun phrases, specifically, concreteness vs. abstractness, noun-
hood vs. pronounhood, and person (in the case of pronouns), as well as infor-
mation structure. Kupsapiny has prepositions, but no postpositions. In this lan-
guage, a noun precedes noun modifiers.

Kupsapiny distinguishes two cases, nominative and absolute (i.e. the case 
used for the grammatical object), by means of tone. It is difficult to determine 
which tone pattern is marked or unmarked, but because the absolute case has 
a wider range of uses than the nominative case, the case-marking system of this 
language can be regarded as marked nominative (Dixon 1994; König 2006, 2008).

In Kupsapiny, verbs and nouns have a series of prefix and suffix slots (Mont-
gomery 1966; O’Brien and Cuyers 1975). The verb prefixes include tense and subject 
person-number elements (fused in some cases and analyzable into a tense prefix 
and a subject person-number prefix in other cases),2 the participle prefix, and 
the negative prefix. There are verb suffixes for ‘along’, DDs, path/location ‘via, 
at, from’, intransitivization, instrumental, subject person, object person- number, 
imperfective aspect, reflexive, and anti-causative. The path/location suffix and 
the instrumental suffix each serve as applicatives, enabling a verb to take an 
applicative object as its direct object. The ordering relationship of suffixes rel-
evant to the present study is: “V–along–DD–{APP>IPFV>SUBJ}(–REFL)”, where 
various suffixes compete for the same slot { } and are selected in the indicated 
priority (i.e. a suffix to the left outranks ones to its right). For example, in (4), 

2 For example, in Table 1, tense and subject person-number prefix elements are fused in kèè- 
(t.pst.2sg-) and are analyzable into a tense prefix and a subject person-number prefix in kà-čèè-/
kà-čè-/kà-čì- (t.pst-1pl-).
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which uses the applicative suffix for ‘via, at, from’, neither the imperfective suffix 
nor the first-person suffix occurs. In (5), which uses the imperfective suffix, the 
first-person suffix does not occur. In (6), where neither the applicative suffix nor 
the imperfective suffix occurs, the first-person suffix appears. (For the use of the 
hither suffix -n together with the thither suffix -t in (4), (5), and (6), see Section 
3.2. These three sentences may express the deictic directions or may only express 
the continuation of non-deictic motion.)

(4) kà-à-miitè
t.pst-1sg-exist
à-muutù-noon-nw-éé-key/à-muutù-noot-éé-key keetít.
ptcp.1sg-move.around-al.h-vaf-refl/ptcp.1sg-move.around- 
al.th-vaf-refl

tree

‘I was moving around the tree (this way/that way).’

(5) kà-à-miitè à-muutù-noon-u-kéy/
t.pst-1sg-exist ptcp.1sg-move.around-al.h-ipfv-refl/
à-muutù-noot-i-kéy àm keetít.
ptcp.1sg-move.around-al.th-ipfv-refl loc tree
‘I was moving around the tree (this way/that way).’

(6) kà-à-muutù-noon-u-kéy/
t.pst-1sg-move.around-al.h-1-refl/
kà-à-muutù-noot-e-kéy àm keetít.
t.pst-1sg-move.around-al.th-1-refl loc tree
‘I moved around the tree (this way/that way).’

Finite verb forms, which usually occur sentence-initially, contain the tense and 
subject person-number prefix. Non-finite verb forms carry what I call the partici-
ple prefix, which has a number of uses including a consecutive one. The citation 
form of a verb is the second-person singular participle form (with a zero prefix), 
one of whose uses is for a singular imperative.

Most verb stems can be classified into one of the three patterns shown in 
Table 1, depending on the form of the subject person suffix that they take. Verb 
stems ending in a vowel and many stems with monosyllabic verb roots ending in 
a consonant do not carry a subject person suffix (or take a zero subject person 
suffix) (e.g. siit- ‘wash’). On the other hand, verb stems ending in some conso-
nants take different forms of the subject person suffix for the first and second 
persons on the one hand and for the third person on the other, regardless of the 
finiteness and the tense of the verb. With some verb stems ending in /l/, /n/, /r/, 
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/w/, or /t/ (e.g. lupul- ‘become frightened’), the first- and second-person suffix 
is -u and the third-person suffix is -ø, and with some verb stems ending in /t/ 
(e.g. must- ‘imitate’), the first- and second-person suffix is -e and the third-person 
suffix is -a, -o, or -ø. There are also verb stems that do not take a subject person 
suffix, but change tone patterns depending on the person.

Table 1: Three patterns of person-number verb paradigms for today past.

verb root ‘gloss’ siit- ‘wash (sb/sth)’ lupul- ‘become frightened’ must- ‘imitate (sb/sth)’

1sg/2pl kà-à-siit kà-à-lùpul-ú kà-à-must-è
1pl kà-čèè-siit kà-čè-lùpul-ú kà-čì-must-è
2sg kèè-siit kèè-lùpul-ú kèè-must-è
3 kà-ø-siit kà-ø-lùpul-ø kèè-must-ò 

2 Literature review
In previous studies on AM, Wilkins (1991) and Guillaume (2016) state that the 
grammatical marking of AM is a phenomenon independent of tense and aspect. 
Wilkins (1991: 212) argues that in Mparntwe Arrernte, a Pama-Nyungan language 
of Australia, the grammatical category of AM expressed by AM suffixes is inde-
pendent of tense and aspect for three reasons. First, the AM suffixes occur in a 
different slot from tense and aspect suffixes, and co-occur with them. Second, 
unlike the tense and aspect suffixes, the AM suffixes do not occur on basic motion 
verbs. Finally, the AM suffixes convey spatial notions, rather than the time of 
occurrence of an event or its internal temporal contour.

The claim about the distinctness of AM from tense and aspect has primarily 
been based on studies of AM marking systems in languages in Australia and South 
America. In some of these languages, a fine-grained distinction is made on the basis 
of such factors as deictic direction, a path type, and the temporal relation between 
the lexical event and the motion (and sometimes also what the moving entity is).

In contrast, Belkadi (2015) shows how DDs in some African languages, specifi-
cally, Päri (Western Nilotic), Somali (Cushitic), Pero (Chadic), Tima (Niger-Congo), 
and Berber languages, can be used not only to express the deictic direction of a 
lexical motion event, but also for AM as well as for non-spatial concepts, differ-
ently from affixes devoted to AM in languages in Australia and South America.3 

3 Belkadi (2015) calls AM-dedicated systems I-AM (‘I’ for ‘inflectional’) and AM expressed by 
DDs in AM-undedicated systems D-AM. However, the affixes in the former systems are not nec-
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For example, the DDs in some of the languages that Belkadi looked at have gram-
maticalized uses as tense, aspect, or mood markers, as in (7), which she gives to 
show the use of the ventive particle in Somali as a recent past tense marker.4

(7) wuu iga soo bax-ay
foc:3sg.m o:1sg.from hither go.out-pst.3sg.m
‘He has left my place not long ago.’
(Somali (Cushitic): Bourdin 2006. 25; Some of the morpheme-by-morpheme 
glosses are modified by the present author)

However, the ALONG-DD complex in Kupsapiny belongs to neither type. In 
Kupsapiny, DD suffixes without the ‘along’ component are restricted to motion 
verbs, while the ALONG-DD complex is compatible with almost any verb. More-
over, the Kupsapiny DD suffixes alone cannot be used for AM, but need to be 
combined with the ‘along’ suffix to express AM. Furthermore, the ALONG-DD 
complex can be used not only for AM and its deictic direction (when attached to 
non- motion verbs), but also for pure deictic direction (when attached to motion 
verbs) as well as just for aspect. Therefore, the Kupsapiny system is of a differ-
ent type from either what Belkadi (2015) describes for the African languages that 
she examined, or from what Wilkins (1991) and Guillaume (2016) describe for 
Mparntwe Arrernte and languages of South America.

Thus, the first research question that the present study addresses is: how 
does the Kupsapiny ALONG-DD complex, which is not devoted exclusively to 
AM, work? Is AM still independent of the temporal category of tense-aspect in 
Kupsapiny?

There are two other issues that the present study addresses. They also 
concern claims that have mainly been made based on the AM marking systems in 
Australian languages and South American languages.

First, Guillaume (2016) proposes two implicational hierarchies. (Levinson 
and Wilkins (2006) also proposed the second hierarchy, but their proposal is 
based on their observation of only two languages, Arrernte and Yélî Dnye.) One 
of them is (8), according to which AM markers in a particular language are more 

essarily inflectional (Antoine Guillaume, p.c.) (see also Reed & Lindsey (this volume) for their 
criticism of Belkadi’s terminology).
4 See also other chapters in this volume, especially those by Creissels and Bassène, Guérois et 
al., Jacques et al., Osgarby, Otero, Payne, Ross, and Tallman, for the grammaticalization of AM 
markers or directionals into tense/aspect markers or their use as pure tense/aspect markers in 
various languages.
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likely to express the motion of subject than that of object, and if they can express 
the motion of object, then they can also express that of subject.

(8) Subject > Object

The other implicational hierarchy is in (9) (adapted from Levinson and Wilkins 
2006: 534), which concerns the temporal relations between the action or state 
(-change) encoded by the verb root and the motion expressed by the grammatical 
morpheme for AM – if an AM marker expresses a relation on the hierarchy, then it 
can also express any other relation to the left.

(9)  Prior motion (e.g. ‘go then/to VERB’) > Concurrent motion (e.g. ‘do VERB 
while going’) > Subsequent motion (e.g. ‘VERB then go’)

In fact, the temporal relation that an AM marker can express is one of the seman-
tic criteria for the formal distinction that can be made between different affixes in 
a complex AM-dedicated system (Wilkins 1991). It will be interesting to see how 
this hierarchy is applicable to the Kupsapiny system, which seems to be different 
from the AM-marking systems described so far.

Second, according to Levinson and Wilkins (2006) and Guillaume (2016), AM 
constructions are unusual in that they do not follow any of the patterns in the 
framework of Talmy’s (1985, 1991, 2000) motion typology – the fact of motion 
shows up not in the verb root, but in a grammatical morpheme (specifically, in 
a verb affix), unlike in constructions of any typological type proposed by Talmy, 
where the fact of motion is expressed by the verb root at least. This peculiarity may 
appear to apply to constructions devoted to AM. However, it does not apply to the 
Kupsapiny ALONG-DD complex. The ALONG-DD complex is used not only for AM, 
but also for motion events in Talmy’s sense, namely complex motion events made 
up of a main event (framing event) component consisting of the fact of motion 
as well as the path of motion and a secondary event (co-event) component such 
as a manner or cause of motion, where the co-event has a support relation to the 
framing event. When the ALONG-DD complex is used for AM, the verb root does 
not express the fact of motion, but when it is used for complex motion events, 
the verb root does express the fact of motion. Furthermore, there are questions of 
whether AM is a type of motion event to be dealt with in Talmy’s typology (what 
he calls a macro-event) first of all, as well as which is the main event component 
of AM, the action or state change expressed in the verb root or the motion.

In this paper, I will explore all of these issues in Kupsapiny.
There are descriptions of the ALONG-DD complex in Southern Nilotic lan-

guages, but previous studies have either only touched on the use of this complex 
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(e.g. Toweett 1979: 138–139; Creider and Creider 1989: 89; Zwarts 2004: 122, 128; 
Mietzner 2016: 139–141), or have focused on its spatial use without looking at 
other uses (e.g. Kawachi 2011, 2014; Kießling and Bruckhaus 2017).5 Eastern and 
Western Nilotic languages have also been reported to have DD verb suffixes (see 
Tucker and Mpaayei 1955: 123–129 and Payne 2013 for Maa (Maasai) (Eastern); 
Noonan 1992: 98–100, 134–136 for Lango (Eastern); Dimmendaal 1983: 109–113 
for Turkana (Eastern); Reh 1996: 249–259 for Anywa (Western); Barasa 2017: 
160–164 for Ateso (Eastern)).6 However, unlike in Southern Nilotic languages, 
the DD suffixes by themselves (without any other affix) in these languages seem 
to directly attach not only to motion verbs but also to non-motion verbs to indi-
cate the deictic direction of the action denoted by the verb (or AM: described as 
a minor pattern of the use of the Maa ‘thither’ suffix by Payne 2013; also, e.g. 
Reh 1996: 257–258 judging from the glosses for a limited number of examples of 
the Anywa  suffixes).7 Moreover, unlike Southern Nilotic languages, no Eastern 
or Western Nilotic languages have been described as having a suffix for contin-
uous motion or any other morpheme that is combined with the DD suffixes on a 
non-motion verb to express AM.

3 Kupsapiny deictic-directional system
This section describes two Kupsapiny DD constructions. Section 3.1 briefly describes 
the use of the DD suffixes, and Section 3.2 discusses the use of these suffixes com-
bined with the ‘along’ suffix for continuous motion.

3.1 Deictic-directional suffixes

As in other languages, it is difficult to draw a clear line between motion verbs and 
non-motion verbs in Kupsapiny. However, for this study, the category of “motion 
verbs” is defined to include (A) translational motion verbs (path of motion verbs, 

5 The ‘along’ suffix is called by different names in the literature: the ‘ambulative’ (Zwarts 2004), 
‘mobilitive’ (Mietzner 2016), or ‘associated locomotion’ (Kießling & Bruckhaus 2017) suffix.
6 See Payne (this volume) for a detailed comparison of the AM and other functions of DDs across 
the branches of the Nilotic language family.
7 However, according to Noonan (1992: 135), the use of the ventive suffix in Lango is restricted to 
a small number of motion verbs.
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manner of motion verbs, cause of motion verbs, etc.) and (B) object-maneuvering 
verbs, which express the figure entity’s local motion along a relatively short path 
in relation to the ground entity (e.g. ‘put’, ‘lift’).

Most translational motion verbs and some object-maneuvering verbs in 
Kupsapiny can take different DD suffixes, depending on the combination of the 
person of the subject and that of the entity at the goal of or in the direction of 
motion. A majority of them show a deictic contrast with -ø ‘h (third-person subject 
and first- or second-person goal/direction)’, -u ‘h (either first-person subject and 
second-person goal/direction or second-person subject and first- person goal/
direction)’, and -t ‘th’, as illustrated in (11)–(13), and many additionally have 
unsuffixed forms, as in (10).8

(10) kà-wiir ku-kkwà ŋuɲ-í.
t.pst.3-throw ptcp.3-come.pl ground.indef.sg-emph
‘… s/he threw them (fruits) down this way (toward the speaker or toward 
the addressee).’ (Pear story 11: S. H.)

(11) kà-wììr-ø màtùntaanɨ̀k ŋuɲ-í.
t.pst.3-throw-h fruit.def.pl ground.indef.sg-emph
‘S/he threw the fruits this way (toward the speaker or toward the 
addressee).’

(12) kà-à-wiir-ù màtùntaanɨk ku-kkwà ŋuɲ-í.
t.pst-1sg-throw-h fruit.def.pl ptcp.3-come.pl ground.indef.sg-emph
‘I threw the fruits down that way (toward the addressee).’

8 This does not apply to the progressive construction, which uses the verb of existence mììte 
and the participle form of a verb in the imperfective. In this construction, the imperfective suffix 
shows a two-way contrast: -ú ‘hither’ and -é ‘thither’.

 (i) kà-à-miitè à-wiir-ú màtùntaanɨk ŋuɲ-í.
 t.pst-1sg-exist  ptcp.1-throw-ipfv.h  fruit.def.pl  ground.indef.sg-emph
 ‘I am throwing the fruits down this way.’

 (ii) kà-à-miitè à-wiir-é màtùntaanɨk ŋuɲ-í.
 t.pst-1sg-exist  ptcp.1-throw-ipfv.th  fruit.def.pl  ground.indef.sg-emph
 ‘I am throwing the fruits down that way.’
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(13) kà-à-wiir-t-é màtùntaanɨk kù-pa ŋuɲ-í.
t.pst-1sg-throw-th-1/2 fruit.def.pl ptcp.3-go.pl ground.indef.sg-emph
‘I threw the fruits down that way (neither toward the speaker nor toward the 
addressee).’

The use of the DD suffixes (without being accompanied by the ‘along’ suffix) is 
restricted to motion verbs, and to verbs for looking, where they express fictive 
motion (kas ‘look’, kà-kos-ø (T.PST.3, first- or second-person goal/direction), 
kà-à-kas-ú (T.PST-1SG, second-person goal/direction), kà-à-kas-t-e (T.PST-1SG, 
third-person goal/direction); čil ‘look carefully from a distance’, kà-čil-ø (T.PST.3, 
first- or second-person goal), ka-a-číl-ú (T.PST-1SG, second-person goal/direc-
tion), kà-à-čil-t-e (T.PST-1SG, third-person goal/direction)).

Table 2 shows examples of today past forms of verbs with the DD suffixes as 
well as unsuffixed forms of the verbs in the today past. The ‘hither’ suffix for a 
motion event involving a third-person subject and a first- or second-person goal/
direction is -ø, the ‘hither’ suffix for a motion event involving a combination of 
the first person and the second person used for subject and goal/direction is 
-u, and the ‘thither’ suffix is -t.9 (The first- and second-person subject suffix for 
the ‘thither’ form of a verb is -e, and the third-person suffix for it is -a or -o.) 
Many motion verbs also have unsuffixed forms, which differ from forms with the 
DD suffix -ø segmentally, suprasegmentally, or both (compare the third-person 
subject forms in Table 2). There are different types of verbs with respect to the 
deictic distinction that they make. Some verbs exhibit a three-way distinction 
between their two ‘hither’ forms and their ‘thither’ form (verbs in (a) of Table 2). 
There are also verbs that show the three-way distinction and additionally have 
unsuffixed forms, which can be used regardless of deictic direction (verbs in (b) 
of Table 2, wiir- ‘throw’ in (10)–(13)), and those that show the three-way contrast, 
where the unsuffixed forms express ‘thither’, and lack ‘thither’ forms (verbs in 
(c) of Table 2). In the first pattern, the basic form (i.e. the minimum citation form, 
which carries no prefix) of a verb is the ‘thither’ form (e.g. sap-t-è ‘tiptoe, move 
slowly’), whereas in the second and third patterns, the basic form is the unsuf-
fixed form (e.g. yèèl ‘move aside’).

9 The DD suffix -u is different from the first- and second-person suffix -u in Table 1, which is ex-
emplified with lupul- ‘become frightened’. It cannot be used for ‘thither’ motion. Moreover, many 
motion verbs have unsuffixed forms, which do not take a subject person suffix. 
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Table 2: Verbs with the deictic directional suffixes (today past forms).

verb root ‘gloss’ unsuffixed
(T.PST.3)

-ø
(T.PST.3) (goal/
direction: 1 or 2)

-u
(T.PST.1SG) 
(goal/
direction: 2)

-t
(T.PST.1SG) 
(goal/
direction: 3)

(a) sap- ‘tiptoe, 
move slowly’

— kèè-sop-ø kàà-sap-ù kàà-sap-t-è

teereer- ‘fly’ — kà-tèèreer-ø kàà-tèèreer-ù kàà-tèèreer-t-è

siriir- ‘throw  
(a long distance)’

— kèè-sìriir-ø kàà-sìriir-ù kàà-sìriir-t-è

(b) siir- ‘move over’ kèè-siir kèè-sììr-ø kà-siir-ù kà-siir-t-è

mukurkuur- ‘roll’ kèè-
mùkurkúúr

kèè-mùkurkùùr-ø kàà-
mùkùrkuur-ù

kàà-
mùkùrkuur-t-è

taar- ‘kick’ kee-táár kèè-toor-ø kàà-toor-ù kàà-taar-t-è

(c) yeel- ‘move 
aside’

kà-yèèl kà-yeel-ø kàà-yeel-ù —

lapat- ‘run’ kà-lapát kà-llopot-ø kàà-làpot-ú —

tooč- ‘ascend’ kee-tóóč kèè-took-ø kàà-took-ù —

A small number of translational motion verbs in their simple stem form (i.e. 
when the stem contains just a root) do not allow any deictic contrast, and are 
always deictically neutral by themselves (e.g. lèèkɨté ‘approach’, nòòmə̀n ‘leave’).

Applicative derived stems of some translational motion verbs allow a three-
way directional contrast between their ‘deictically neutral’, ‘hither’, and ‘thither’ 
forms or a two-way ‘deictically neutral’–‘hither’ or a two-way ‘hither’–‘thither’ 
distinction, using (two or all of) the suffix complexes in (14), which consist of 
the DD suffix (deictically neutral: -ø, ‘hither’: -u, ‘thither’: -t) and the applicative 
suffix -ee ‘via, at, from’.

(14) (i) -ø-ee ‘deictically neutrally via/at/from’
        (ii)  -un-ee (-nw-ee in the case of a stem ending in n) ‘hither via/at/from’ (u of 

-un-ee and w of -nw-ee could be analyzed as epenthetic.)
        (iii) -t-ee ‘thither via/at/from’

Examples are given in Table 3. (Applicative derived stems take the same form, irre-
spective of the person, because the suffix slot already occupied by the applicative 
suffix cannot be used for a subject person suffix.)
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Table 3: Verbs with the applicative suffix for ‘via, at, from’ (citation forms).

verb root ‘gloss’ deictically neutral 
via/at/from

‘hither  
via/at/from’

‘thither 
via/at/from’

(a) tampuliil- ‘float’ tampuliil-ø-éé tampuliil-un-éé tampuliil-t-éé
(b) sareet- ‘scatter’ sareet-ø-éé səreet-un-éé —
(c) tɨl- ‘cross, pass by, move 

through’
— tɨl-un-éé tɨl-t-éé

There is (at least) one verb that always contains the applicative suffix for ‘via, at, 
from’ (e.g. pun-nw-éé (hither), pun-t-éé (thither; basic form) ‘cross, pass through’), 
presumably because it intrinsically has the notion of ‘via’.

3.2 ‘Along’–deictic-directional suffix complex

As stated earlier, the Kupsapiny ALONG-DD complex10 consists of the ‘along’ 
suffix -aa/-oo and one of the DD suffixes, -n ‘hither’ or -t ‘thither’.11 (The ‘hither’ 
suffix is -ø or -u in the absence of the ‘along’ suffix and -un (or -n) in the DD- 
applicative complex, but in the ALONG-DD complex, it is -n.12)

Table 4 shows forms of the ALONG-DD complex, and Table 5 gives examples 
of citation forms of verbs with the ALONG-DD complex. Between the verb root 
and the ‘along’ suffix -aa/-oo, there can usually be -n (preceded by an  epenthetic 

10 The ‘along’ suffix requires one of the DD suffixes, and cannot occur without it. Most motion 
verbs can take one of the DD suffixes alone, without carrying the ‘along’ suffix. On the other 
hand, non-motion verbs cannot take one of the DD suffixes alone directly, but can only be accom-
panied by the ALONG-DD complex as a whole.
11 The choice between -aa and -oo is often lexically determined. With certain lexemes, however, 
these forms may be in free variation or may be dialectal variants (e.g. kù-pasèn-aat-ø (ptcp.3-ask.
to.lend.money-al.th-3) in (3) used in the Western dialect; kù-pasèn-oot-ø used in other dialects).
12 This is also reported for other Southern Nilotic languages. The following table compares the 
Kupsapiny DD suffixes and ALONG-DD complexes with those in Cherang’any (Mietzner 2016), 
Endo (Zwarts 2004), and Nandi (Creider 1989, 2002) (see also Payne this volume).

 DD suffix  ALONG-DD complex
 ‘hither’  ‘thither’  ‘hither along’  ‘thither along’

 Kupsapiny  -ø, -u; -un  -t  -áán, -óón, etc.  -áát, -óót, etc.
 Cherang’any  -u  -ta  -aan  -aati
 Endo  -u, -uun  -ta, -taar  -aanu  -aata
 Nandi  -u  -ta  -aan  -aat
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u) in the case of ‘hither’, as in siir-unóón-u (move.over-al.h-1/2), or -t in the case 
of ‘thither’, as in siir-tóót-e (move.over-al.th-1/2). There are also cases where -n 
(preceded by an epenthetic u) occurs immediately before the ALONG-DD complex 
for ‘thither’ -aat/-oot to express ‘hither along’ (rather than ‘thither along’) as in 
siir-unáát-e/siir-unóót-e (move.over-al.h-1/2). On the other hand, the sequence of -n 
and the ALONG-DD complex -aat/-oot for ‘thither’ (without any epenthetic vowel) 
expresses ‘thither along’ (rather than ‘hither along’) (e.g. kà-à-muutù-noot-e-kéy  
(t.pst-1sg-move.around-al.th-1/2-refl) in (6), and ɲèèru-nóót-e (become.
angry-al.th-1/2)).

Table 4: Forms of the ‘along’–deictic-directional suffix complex (citation forms).

‘hither along’ (V-AL.H-1/2) ‘thither along’ (V-AL.TH-1/2)

V-aan-u
V-oon-u
V-unoon-u
V-toon-u
V-unaat-e
V-unoot-e 

V-aat-e
V-oot-e
V-toot-e
V-taat-e
V-naat-e
V-noot-e 

Table 5: Verbs with the ‘along’–deictic-directional suffix complex (citation forms).

verb root ‘gloss’ ‘hither along’ (V-AL.H-1/2) ‘thither along’ (V-AL.TH-1/2)

siir- ‘move over’ siir-óón-u/
siir-unóón-u/
siir-tóón-u/
siir-unáát-e/
siir-unóót-e

siir-áát-e/
siir-óót-e/
siir-tóót-e/
siir-táát-e

mukurkuur- ‘roll’ mùkurkuur-óón-u/
mùkurkuur-unóón-u/
mùkurkuur-tóón-u/
mùkurkuur-unóót-e

mùkurkuur-óót-e/
mùkurkuur-tóót-e

taar- ‘kick’ toor-óón-u/
toor-unóón-u/
toor-tóón-u/
toor-unáát-e/
toor-unóót-e

taar-áát-e/
taar-táát-e

yeel- ‘move aside’ yeel-óón-u/
yeel-unóón-u/
yeel-unóót-e

yeel-áát-e/
yeel-táát-e
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verb root ‘gloss’ ‘hither along’ (V-AL.H-1/2) ‘thither along’ (V-AL.TH-1/2)

lapat- ‘run’ lapat-óón-u/
lapat-unóón-u/
lapat-unáát-e/
lapat-unóót-e

lapat-áát-e

tooč- ‘ascend’ took-óón-u/
took-unóón-u/
took-unáát-e/
took-unóót-e

took-áát-e/
took-táát-e

sap- ‘tiptoe, move slowly’ sap-óón-u/
sap-unóón-u/
sap-tóón-u/
sap-unáát-e/
sap-unóót-e

sap-áát-e/
sap-táát-e

teereer- ‘fly’ tèèreer-óón-u/
tèèreer-unóón-u/
tèèreer-tóón-u/
tèèreer-unáát-e/
tèèreer-unóót-e

tèèreer-áát-e/
tèèreer-táát-e

siriir- ‘throw (a long 
distance)’

sìriir-óón-u/
sìriir-unóón-u/
sìriir-tóón-u/
sìriir-unáát-e/
sìriir-unóót-e

sìriir-áát-e/
sìriir-táát-e

As shown in Tables 4 and 5, when the subject is first or second person, the 
ALONG-DD complex is immediately followed by the subject person suffix (-u for 
‘hither’ and -e for ‘thither’) to form -aan-u/-oon-u ‘hither along’ and -aat-e/-oot-e 
‘thither along’. Because the suffix for the third person right after the ALONG-DD 
complex is zero, such third-person verbs take the forms in Tables 4 and 5 minus 
-u (‘hither’) or minus -e (‘thither’) (e.g. ‘move over’ siir-óón with ‘hither along’/
siir-táát with ‘thither along’) when one of the tense and subject person-number 
prefixes attaches to them.

The ALONG-DD complex is often followed by the applicative suffix -ee ‘via, 
at, from’ to form -oon-nw-ee ‘-al.h-vaf’ or -aat-ee/-oot-ee ‘-al.th-vaf’, as in (4). 
It is also often followed by an imperfective aspect suffix, which has different 
forms depending on the directional, either -u ‘hither’ or -i ‘thither’, to form -oon-u 
‘-al.h-ipfv’ or -aat-i/-oot-i ‘-al.th-ipfv’, as in (5).13

13 There are also cases where -u (for ‘hither’) or -i (for ‘thither’) is used emphatically, e.g. (31).

Table 5 (continued)
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The use of the ALONG-DD complex is normally optional, though the verb 
for ‘walk’ in central and western dialects requires the ‘along’–‘thither’ complex, 
yielding wost-óót-e; however, when not accompanied by the applicative or the 
imperfective suffix, this form is used regardless of deictic direction (whether the 
direction is ‘hither’, ’thither’, or ‘deictic neutral’), and the ‘hither along’ counter-
part wost-óón-u is not commonly used.

Unlike the simple DD suffixes, whose use is mostly limited to motion verbs, 
the ALONG-DD complex can attach both to motion verbs (including deictic motion 
verbs) and to non-motion verbs (e.g. miite- ‘exist’, roopən- ‘rain’), including verbs 
borrowed from English (e.g. koolinken- ‘call’, respoontinken- ‘respond’). There are 
only two verbs in the present author’s data that cannot carry this suffix complex: 
čara- ‘injure, hurt’ (and its anti-causative form čara-kay ‘become injured, become 
hurt’) and pun- ‘arrive’.

The ALONG-DD complex often expresses translational motion with a deictic 
direction in space, but there are cases where its meaning is not at all spatial but 
purely temporal. The next two subsections discuss these two uses.

3.2.1  Spatial notions conveyed by the ‘along’–deictic-directional suffix complex

Belkadi (2015) states that DDs that are used for AM can express different types of 
situations relative to time relations, path shapes, or the grammatical relation of 
the noun phrase referring to a moving entity (subject vs. object), depending on 
the semantics of the verb and the pragmatic context.

In Kupsapiny, the temporal relation between the lexically-designated event 
and the deictic motion imparted by the ALONG-DD complex allows different inter-
pretations depending on the lexical aspectual property expressed by the verb. 
When the lexical event is durative or iterative, the lexical and the deictic motion 
events are interpreted as occurring concurrently (‘V continuously/iteratively this/
that way’). When the lexical event is understood to be punctual, the motion event 
is subsequent to the lexical event (‘V and [then] come/go continuously’).

When the lexical event is understood to be durative or iterative, the ALONG-DD 
complex construction bears different semantic functions, depending on the type 
of the lexical verb.

On a motion verb expressing a durative event, the complex adds one of the 
two DD notions (‘hither’ or ‘thither’) as well as a sense of continuity of the trans-
lational motion. The deictic specification expressed by the complex and the 
translational motion expressed by the verb root occur concurrently and continu-
ously (e.g. (15): path of motion verb, (16A): manner of motion verb, (16B) and (17): 
cause of motion verbs).
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(15) ku-čáč yéč m̀po paapà kù-nòòk-ùnoon-ø
ptcp.3-start again also father.def.sg.nom ptcp.3-approach-al.h-3
yootò
that.time
‘… the father again started to continuously come close (to the home) at 
that time …’
(Conversation 2016.8-6: C. F. and C. E.)

(16) (A)ø-t ɨ̀k-oot-ì ŋúɲ 

ptcp.2sg-step.on-al.th-ipfv ground.indef.sg 
(B)ø-čuut-oot-éé keréénkok ŋúɲ.
ptcp.2sg-pull-al.th-vaf leg.def.pl ground.indef.sg
‘… one (lit. the generic second-person singular)(A)walked along that way 
barefoot (lit. stepped along that way on the ground)’), while(B)dragging 
his/her legs along that way on the surface of the ground.’
(Conversation 2016.8-8: C. F. and C. E.)

(17) kà-toor-taat-ø pasukùlìt kù-wo ká
t.pst.3-push-al.th-3 bicycle.def.sg ptcp.3-go.sg home.indef.sg
‘… he pushed a bicycle along that way, and went home …’
(Pear story 11: S. H.)

When the ALONG-DD complex attaches to a non-motion verb lexeme denoting a 
durative or iterative event, it can convey AM of the subject in a direction toward 
or not toward the deictic center, concomitantly with the continuous or iterative 
action or state change (or the continuous state) encoded by the verb root. Thus, 
it motionalizes non-motion verbs, and the temporal relation between the lexical 
event and the deictic motion is concurrent.

With an action verb, the action continues concurrently with the motion 
expressed by the suffix complex (e.g. (18), (19)).

(18) kii-yè čá=tilé kààriimanɨ́k čo,
d.pst.3-when come.3sg=pass.by young.man.def.pl.nom those
kà-mii kwòòm-oot-i mùyèmpèènik.
t.pst.3-exist ptcp.3.eat-al.th-ipfv mango.def.pl
‘… when those young men came and passed by, they were eating mangoes 
as they went along.’
(Pear story 20: C. E.)
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(19) ku-lɨ́m neetó làttyet kù-ŋolool-oon-ú
ptcp.3-hear 3sg.nom neighbor.def.sg ptcp.3-talk-al.h-ipfv
ak čìt=aake.
other person.def.sg=certain
‘… she heard a neighbor talking with some other person as she  
(= the neighbor) came along.’
(Story 2015.7/8-5: C. F.)

When the verb is stative, as in (20), the subject referent moves while maintaining 
the state.

(20) a-čil čìt=aakè ɲèè ø-póónt-oot-i
ptcp.1sg-see person.def.sg=certain rel.sg prs.3-have-al.th-ipfv
wààrwet
goat.def.sg
‘… I saw someone who was taking a goat along that way (lit. has a goat as 
he is going) …’
(Pear story 8: C. E.)

When the lexical event expresses a gradual change of state, and the ALONG-DD 
construction conveys an incremental, continual change of state during the 
motion (e.g. (21), (22)).14

(21) kà-čaas-ààt-ø neetó.
t.pst.3-become.tired-al.th-3 3sg.nom
‘S/he became increasingly tired as s/he went along.’

(22) kà-ŋàràk-oon-ø neetó.
t.pst.3-become.happy-al.h-3 3sg.nom
‘S/he became increasingly happy as s/he came along.’

14 In Kupsapiny, physical sensations and emotions are often expressed with an idiomatic ex-
pression with the noun for the feeling as subject and the main verb predicate being a verb for 
eating, killing, or finishing. For example, ‘X becomes hungry’ is expressed as ‘Hunger eats/kills/
finishes X’. In the ALONG-DD complex construction, the verb is an action verb, but the construc-
tion conveys a gradual intensification of a physical sensation or an emotion.

 (i) kà-kkaam-aat-ø nééto rupèt.
 t.pst.3-eat-al.th-3  3sg  hunger.def.sg.nom
 ‘S/he became increasingly hungry as s/he went along (lit. Hunger ate him/her (continu-
ously) as s/he went along).’
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When the suffix complex accompanies a verb denoting a change of state that is 
potentially punctual and iterative (a “one-way resettable change” in Talmy 2000: 
68; e.g. ‘fall’, ‘drop’), the construction conveys an iterable full-cycle state change 
(e.g. ‘fall and get up’, ‘drop something and pick it up’), as in (23). Other verbs used 
this way include pùrtekey ‘fall down’ and mɨ̀stè ‘faint’.

(23) kà-ru-w-oon-ø neetó.
t.pst.3-fall.asleep-ep-al.h-3 3sg.nom

 ‘S/he fell asleep and woke up repeatedly as s/he came along.’15

When the event expressed by the verb of the ALONG-DD complex construc-
tion is punctual but non-iterative (i.e. unlikely to occur multiple times), the 
meaning of the construction is usually interpreted as ‘V and come/go contin-
uously’ (subsequent motion). Motion verbs that typically express this type of 
event have the path vector FROM or VIA, when they take a singular noun phrase 
for the ground entity. Examples include noomə̀n ‘leave’, pukáákte ‘leave’, mwèy 
‘escape’, tur ‘escape’, yay ‘cross’ (when the ground is regarded as a linear or 
ribbonal (long thin strip-like) object, rather than a planar object bounded both 
at a pair of axes parallel to and at another perpendicular to the figure enti-
ty’s path; e.g. a line, a road, a border), wùt ‘enter’, and mùŋte ‘cross a bound-
ary (enter/exit)’. Motion events expressed with such verbs usually involve no 
or little temporal duration, and the figure entity goes through an immediate 
change of location, normally one time, before the deictic translational motion 
starts, as in (24) and (25). For example, in (24), one of the verbs for leaving 
involves the vector FROM. The event of his/her leaving a market precedes his/
her going along from there.

(24) kà-noomən-òòt-ee neetó màkɨt.
t.pst.3-leave-al.th-vaf 3sg.nom market.indef.sg
‘S/he left a market, and went along.’

15 Because the verb ru also has the stative sense of ‘be asleep’, (23) could also mean ‘S/he kept 
asleep as s/he came along’ (as well as ‘S/he has been asleep’ when the ALONG-DD complex is in 
its purely temporal sense).
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(25) kìì-taŋáɲ piikò kàpusa kot
d.pst.3-suffer person.def.pl.nom very.much until
kù-mwèy-oot-ø yáát piikò, ku-mwɨ́y
ptcp.3-escape-al.th-3 dm person.def.pl.nom ptcp.3-escape
alák akóy wook  … 
other up.to forest.def.pl
‘People suffered very much, and as a result, they escaped and went along, 
and others escaped up to the forest …’
(Conversation 2016-8: C. F. and C. E.)

Object-maneuvering verbs including clothing verbs usually express punctual 
but non-iterative events. When they are accompanied by the suffix complex, the 
construction preferably means ‘V and [then] come/go continuously’ (subsequent 
motion), as in (26) and (27).16 Such verbs include kàlaɲ ‘lift up’, kànap ‘lift up 
(something heavy)’, kasán ‘put on the back’, nùmu ‘remove’, čwìy ‘separate, divide 
into pieces’, sòru ‘grab forcefully’, nam ‘hold, grab’, lač ‘put on (a clothing item)’, 
rèèku ‘take off (a clothing item)’, rat ‘tie’, tyač ‘untie’.

(26) à-wo kéélly-a wòòk wùlin
ptcp.1sg-go.sg way-poss forest.def.pl there
à-toor-óót-i kiššéérok,
ptcp.1sg-put.on.head-al.th-ipfv skin.def.pl
à-pùn-t-ee wòòk lìn … 
ptcp.1sg-pass.through-th-vaf forest.def.pl there
‘… I went through the forest there (lit. the way of the forest there), put 
animal skins on the head, and went along, and passed that way through 
the forest there …’
(Conversation 2016.8-8: C. F. and C. E.)

(27) yòòto kyàà-kasan-óót-i àni lèèkok.
at.that.time d.pst.1sg-put.on.back-al.th-ipfv 1sg.nom child.def.pl
‘At that time, I put the children on my back, and went along.’
(Story 2012.7-1: M. M. K.)

16 However, this does not apply to ywee ‘put’. When accompanied by the suffix complex, this 
verb expresses concurrent motion, ‘keep on putting iteratively’, rather than subsequent motion 
(*‘put and [then] come/go continuously’), perhaps because of its polysemy with ‘give’, or possi-
bly because its basic sense is ‘give’.
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Nevertheless, events expressed by these verbs with the ALONG-DD complex could 
be interpreted as durative or iterative, and when such an interpretation occurs, the 
lexical and the deictic motion events are taken as concurrent (e.g. kà-rat-aat-í ‘tie, 
fasten’ in (31) could mean, ‘he tied (a certain person) continuously as he went along’).

Some non-motion verbs can express either punctual or iterative events 
(e.g. láál ‘cough’, pur ‘knock’, tol ‘explode’). When such a verb is used with the 
ALONG-DD complex, the interpretation may be either subsequent motion or con-
current motion, as in (28).

(28) ka-láál-oon-ø neetó.
t.pst.3-cough-al.h-3 3sg.nom
‘S/he coughed once, and [then] came along.’ or ‘S/he coughed repetitively 
as s/he came along.’

Lexemes used as posture or posture-change verbs (e.g. yoɲ ‘stand (up)’, puur ‘sit 
(down)’) can express different types of events with the ALONG-DD complex, as 
in (29). These cannot be classified into any single aspectual type, either.

(29) kèè-yoŋ-oot-ø neetó àm rapét.
t.pst.3-stand-al.th-3 3sg.nom loc boat.def.sg
(a) ‘S/he went along standing on the boat.’ (lexical event: stative)
(b)  ‘S/he stood up and sat down repeatedly as s/he went along on the 

boat.’ (lexical event: iterable full-cycle posture change)
(c)  ‘S/he stood up, and [then] went along on the boat.’ (lexical event: 

punctual and non-iterative)

Unlike those AM-dedicated systems, which can make several fine-grained distin-
ctions in which each affix has a fixed temporal interpretation, the Kupsapiny 
ALONG-DD complex can express different temporal relations, depending on the 
aspectual interpretation of the lexical event. Belkadi (2015) attributes the difference 
between AM affixes in AM-dedicated systems and DDs in AM-undedicated systems 
to the difference in the degree of grammaticalization – AM affixes in AM-dedicated 
systems are more grammaticalized and more resistant to semantic and pragmatic 
factors than AM-expressible DDs. However, this claim does not seem reasonable 
if polysemy is “a natural outcome of grammaticalization” (Heine et al. 1991: 261), 
motivated by “paradigmatic economy” (Haiman 1985: 159), which “economizes 
on the inventory of signs within a system”. In fact, the Kupsapiny suffix complex 
is highly grammaticalized, and is not invariant in meaning. The simplicity of the 
ALONG-DD complex seems to make its meaning further context-dependent or 
ambiguous in some cases, as discussed in Section 3.2.2.
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3.2.2  Aspectual notions conveyed by the ‘along’–deictic-directional 
suffix complex

As shown in Section 3.2.1, the ALONG-DD complex appears to consistently convey 
spatial motion in a particular deictic direction. However, the temporal relation 
between the lexical event and the deictic motion event depends on the aspectual 
property of the expressed event – it is that of concurrent motion when the event is 
durative or iterative, and it is that of subsequent motion when the event is punc-
tual and non-iterative. Thus, the use of the ALONG-DD complex is not independ-
ent of aspect. Furthermore, there are four other phenomena that suggest that the 
use of this suffix complex is not purely spatial, but aspectual.

First, regardless of whether the temporal relation between the lexical event 
and the deictic motion event expressed by the ALONG-DD complex construc-
tion is concurrent or subsequent, the deictic motion always continues for some 
time, in the course of which the figure entity travels a certain distance, rather 
than instantaneously changing its location. That is, a certain duration of time is 
required for the deictic motion.

Second, when the ALONG-DD complex construction expresses concurrent 
motion, the action or state (change) encoded by the verb root has to be contin-
uative (or iterative in the case of an action and a state change) throughout the 
motion. For example, in (18), the young men’s eating activity has to persist during 
their motion away from the speaker. It would be inappropriate for an event where 
their activity stops intermittently during the motion.

Third, when no ground entity (e.g. source or goal of motion) is mentioned, the 
ALONG-DD complex construction with a non-motion verb can normally have both an 
AM interpretation, and also the aspectual interpretation of either the continuation or 
iteration of the action or state change or the continuation of the state encoded by the 
verb root (e.g. (30–35)). When the verb is in one of the past tenses, the continuation or 
iteration lasts up to a certain reference point in time (typically, the time of speaking), 
additionally yielding a perfect aspect meaning (e.g. (30), (31)). In the purely aspec-
tual interpretation, which seems to have developed from the spatial interpretation, 
no motion is involved, and it does not matter which of the deictic suffixes is used. 
For example, in (30) and (31), kii-póónt-oot-í and kà-rat-aat-í could be replaced by 
 kii-póónt-oon-ú (d.pst.3-have-AL.H-IPFV) and kà-rat-oon-u (t.pst.3-tie-AL.H-EMPH), 
respectively, without any difference in meaning.

(30) kii-póónt-oot-í tùkuk álak
d.pst.3-have-al.th-ipfv thing.def.pl other
‘… he had had other things (for some time) …’
(Conversation 2016.8-1: C. F. and C. F.)
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(31) kà-nam mèrèèt=akè čìt=aakè ɲèè
t.pst.3-catch man.def.sg.nom=certain person.def.sg=certain rel.sg
kà-rat-aat-í
t.pst.3-tie-al.th-emph
‘A certain man caught a certain person who had been tied (lit, he had tied) 
(for some time) …’
(“Causality across Languages” Discourse Subproject Experiment, ID07: 
#42 HM2_strongman)

(32) a. ø-mììte ànu waarwèt?
prs.3-exist where goat.def.sg

b. ø-riip-òòn-u/ø-riip-òòt-i čeeròp waarwèt.
prs.3-have-al.h-ipfv/prs.3-have-al.th-ipfv Cheerop.nom goat.def.sg

 a. ‘Where is the goat?’

 b. ‘Cheerop has been keeping the goat.’

(33) CFR: ø-wèè=ø-soot-áát-e ɲi ŋàlee-ča.
ptcp.2sg-go.2sg=ptcp.2sg-think-al.th-1/2 2sg.nom word.def.pl-those

CFA: ma-a-soot-áát-e àni.
fut-ptcp.1sg-think-al.th-1/2 1sg.nom

CFR:  ‘Keep thinking about those things wherever you are. (lit. Go and 
keep thinking about those words.)’

CFA: ‘I will keep thinking about them.’
(Conversation 2016.8-1: C. F. and C. F.)

(34) ø-mììte ŋalèèk čèè ø-tòòku-nòòn-u àm àraǹ.
prs.3-exist word.def.pl rel.pl prs.3-happen-al.h-ipfv loc road.indef.sg
‘There are situations (lit. words) that keep happening on the road.’
(Conversation 2018.1-4: C. F. and C. P.)

(35) (A)kù-mɨŋiš-oot yáát piikò
ptcp.3-live-al.th dm person.def.pl.nom
(B)kù-taŋàŋ-áát-ø kùčakee yootò páka paantáɲ.
ptcp.3-suffer-al.th-3 since that.time until now
‘… the people (A)have been living there and (B)have been suffering since 
that time until now.’
(Conversation 2016-8: C. F. and C. E.; continued from (25))
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The meaning of the ALONG-DD complex can also be purely temporal when it 
attaches to certain motion verbs with no specific goal or source, or with verbs 
expressing self-contained motion (or those used for self-contained motion) (e.g. 
(36b)) rather than translational motion (e.g. (36a)) (see also (4), (5), and (6)). In 
such a case, no deictic direction is specified.

(36) kà-toor-taat-ø neetó pásukulìt.
t.pst.3-push-al.th-3 3sg.nom bicycle.def.sg
(a) ‘S/he pushed a bicycle along that way.’
(b) ‘S/he repeatedly pushed the bicycle in one place.’

This purely temporal use of the ALONG-DD complex is very frequent in my 
conversation data. Out of 42 instances of the use of the ALONG-DD complex in 
the conversation data that I collected, 11 were examples of its purely temporal use 
as an aspectual marker.17

Fourth, the ALONG-DD complex construction is ambiguous between a one-
time occurrence of the lexical event and repeated occurrences. For example, in 
(37), the complex event of a combination of getting out of the car or getting off the 
motorcycle and walking is interpreted as happening repeatedly in this context. 
Another example is provided in (38), whose free translation reflects the repeated 
occurrence of the event, which the speaker had in mind.

(37) či-péé-t-i čèè-rok-unòòt-i mpo
ptcp.1pl-go.pl-th-ipfv ptcp.1pl-descend-al.h-ipfv even
‘… we traveled (lit. go) (on the very bad road), and even came out (of the 
car or off the motorcycle) (lit. get down) (and walked) repeatedly …’
(Conversation 2018.1-3: C. F. and S. H.)

(38) ku-kkwáy yáát čoo tukúk,
ptcp.3-pick dm those thing.def.pl
ku-kéttyi-nóón-ø kèrèpoon-tèɲo
ptcp.3-return-al.h-3 basket.def.sg-that
‘… now they (the children) picked those things, and returned them to that 
basket repetitively …’
(Pear story 11: S. H.)

17 I collected the data in August 2016 and January 2018 (total number of conversations: 14, total 
amount of time: 58 minutes and 31 seconds).
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The repeated interpretation is always possible, and seems to be likely especially 
in the following three types of cases, judging from the ways that my consultants 
interpret meanings of examples of the ALONG-DD complex construction: (i) when 
a source of motion is mentioned, (ii) when the vector of the motion verb is intrin-
sically FROM, and (iii) when the expressed event involves the vector FROM.

According to Belkadi (2015), DDs commonly grammaticalize into tense, aspect, 
or modality markers because of associations of spatial concepts with the domain 
of time (e.g. Lakoff and Johnson 1980). In the case of Kupsapiny, the DDs without 
the ‘along’ suffix do not have any non-spatial use. When they are combined with 
the ‘along’ suffix, which expresses continuous motion in space over a certain 
duration of time, the suffix complex as a whole can yield the aspectual notion of 
continuation or iteration, and can even be used as a pure aspectual marker.18

4 Discussion
This section discusses some of the findings of the present study. Section 4.1 spec-
ulates on how the Kupsapiny ALONG-DD complex came to be used as an aspec-
tual marker. Section 4.2 shows how the Kupsapiny ALONG-DD complex is a coun-
terexample to one of the implicational hierarchies (the temporal implicational 
hierarchy in (9)) proposed for AM by Guillaume (2016). Section 4.3 discusses the 
treatment of AM in the context of motion typology, in particular Talmy’s (1991, 
2000) typology of event integration.

4.1  Development of the ‘along’–deictic-directional suffix 
complex into an aspectual marker

As shown in Section 3, the ALONG-DD complex construction in Kupsapiny is not 
devoted to any specific type of motion, but may be used to describe DD, AM, or 
neither, partially depending on the verb root that it combines with. The meaning 
of the Kupsapiny ALONG-DD complex is largely spatio-temporal and sometimes 
exclusively temporal.

18 Crazzolara (1978: 103) states that the suffix complex in another Kalenjin language, Pokot, 
expresses the non-spatial notion of “intensity, exertion, applied to some action”. This seems to 
differ from the aspectual notion that the Kupsapiny ALONG-DD complex can express, but it still 
needs to be investigated exactly how it differs from it.
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There seem to be several possible motivations for this. First, as Belkadi (2015) 
points out about DDs in other languages, the Kupsapiny ALONG-DD complex 
may have grammaticalized into an aspectual marker, because of a general cogni-
tive tendency to conceptualize time in terms of spatial concepts (e.g. Clark 1973; 
Lakoff and Johnson 1980: 41–45, 1999: 139–161). Second, unlike AM affixes in 
AM-devoted systems and DDs that can be used to describe AM, in the Kupsapiny 
ALONG-DD complex, the ‘along’ element seems to have the function of an aspect 
marker, independently of the DD suffixes, even though it requires the presence of 
one of them. The meaning of the ‘along’ suffix may be seemingly purely spatial. 
However, motion is a spatio-temporal phenomenon, and when the ‘along’ suffix 
motionalizes a non-motion verb in expressing AM, the concept of continuation 
or iteration, which is inherent in the meaning of the suffix, necessarily involves 
this process.

4.2  Implicational hierarchy for the temporal relation  
of associated motion

As mentioned in Section 2, two implicational hierarchies have been proposed 
regarding crosslinguistic patterns of AM by Guillaume (2016) (also Levinson and 
Wilkins 2006). However, they were primarily based on data on AM-dedicated 
systems in Australian and South American languages, where AM systems may 
be sensitive to the grammatical relation of the moving entity, and to the temporal 
relation between the lexical event and the deictic motion event. The Kupsapiny 
data supports the implicational hierarchy in (8) (Subject > Object: an AM marker 
is more likely to express the motion of subject than that of object, and if it can 
express the motion of object, then it can also express that of subject).19 In transi-
tive AM examples, (16B), (17), (18), (20), (26), and (27), the moving entity has to be 
the subject. However, the second proposed implicational hierarchy in (9) (Prior 
motion > Concurrent motion > Subsequent motion: if an AM marker expresses a 

19 There are two exceptions. First, when the subject is a possessed body-part noun, the moving 
entity is the possessor, as in (i).

 (i)  kèè-wutùt-oot-ø  ryoonté-mmwaaní.
 t.pst.3-become.itchy-al.th-3  skin.def.sg-1sg.poss
 ‘My skin became more and more itchy as I went along.’ (Also, ‘My skin has been itchy.’)

 Second, when the verb for ‘eat’, ‘kill’, or ‘finish’ with the ALONG-DD complex is used in an id-
iomatic expression for a physical sensation or emotion (Footnote 14), the moving entity is the 
referent of the object noun phrase rather than the subject noun phrase.
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relation on the hierarchy, then it can also express any other relation to the left) 
does not hold for the Kupsapiny ALONG-DD complex – when used for AM, this 
suffix complex can express concurrent motion or subsequent motion, but not 
prior motion, which is the highest in the proposed hierarchy.

As discussed in Section 3.2, the interpretation of the motion event as being 
subsequent versus concurrent depends on the aspectual property of the lexical 
event. In subsequent motion, the path of deictic motion is always bounded at 
its starting point, when the lexical event finishes, and is neutral as to bounded-
ness at its endpoint (it may be bounded or unbounded at its endpoint depending 
on the context). On the other hand, in concurrent motion, the path is neutral 
with respect to boundedness at both ends. Therefore, both in subsequent motion 
and concurrent motion, the path is neutral in boundedness at its final point. The 
neutrality of boundedness at the end of the path is the temporal property of the 
Kupsapiny ALONG-DD complex as used for AM.

The hierarchy in (9) can accommodate polysemous cases, and the two types of 
relations on the left (prior motion and concurrent motion) and those on the right 
(concurrent motion and subsequent motion) each have a property in common 
and form a continuum. Because prior motion is a mirror image of and has char-
acteristics opposite to subsequent motion, the path is neutral with respect to 
boundedness at its starting point, and is always bounded at its end, where the 
verb event starts. Thus, prior motion shares the neutrality of the boundedness of 
the path at its starting point with concurrent motion. This is unlike subsequent 
motion, which shares the neutrality of the boundedness of the path at its end 
point with concurrent motion.

The hierarchy in (9) predicts that there is no language where (at least) a single 
construction expresses prior motion and subsequent motion, excluding concur-
rent motion, because the two end-situations have no path boundedness prop-
erty in common. One may wonder why the relations sharing unboundedness at 
the starting point of the path (prior motion and concurrent motion), rather than 
those sharing unboundedness at the end point of the path (subsequent motion 
and concurrent motion), is placed higher on the hierarchy. A possible reason for 
this arrangement may be the goal-source asymmetry (e.g. Ikegami 1987), whereby 
goal is more salient and more frequently mentioned than and more likely to 
be grammaticalized and easily specifiable than source across languages. The 
Kupsapiny ALONG-DD suffix might be a counterexample to this tendency.

The Kupsapiny ALONG-DD complex cannot be used for prior motion. Never-
theless, prior motion can be expressed by another construction in this language: 
‘come=V’/‘go=V’. It takes the form of čee=V/wee=V in the case of the second- 
person singular subject and different forms depending on the person and number 
of the subject. In this construction, the proclitic for ‘come’ or ‘go’ is followed by 
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a verb in its unprefixed form or its participle form, usually to express ‘come/go 
and V’ (e.g. čá=tilé in (18), ø-wèè=ø-soot-áát-e in (33)). Thus, it is not the case 
that Kupsapiny as a whole does not have a way to express the uppermost part 
of the hierarchy in (9) at all. However, it does not seem to be reasonable to place 
formally different types of constructions on the same hierarchy to talk about an 
implicational relationship between them.

4.3 Associated motion in the context of motion typology

As mentioned in Section 2, according to Levinson and Wilkins (2006) and Guil-
laume (2016), in AM, the fact of motion appears, not in the verb root, but in a gram-
matical morpheme, and such a system is not included in any typological pattern 
proposed in Talmy (1985, 1991, 2000, 2007). However, a fundamental question is 
whether or not AM is a type of complex event that is dealt with in Talmy’s typol-
ogy of event integration (a motion event as a macro-event). According to Talmy, a 
macro-event in general is a complex event consisting of two event components, 
a main event component (a framing event) and a secondary or subordinate event 
component (a co-event), which supports the framing event. The framing event 
has a framing function relative to the macro-event. Talmy (2000: 219) states that 
the framing event “provides for the whole macro-event the overarching concep-
tual framework or reference frame within which the other included activities are 
conceived of as taking place”. It represents “the upshot – relative to the whole 
macro-event” in the sense that “it is the framing event that is asserted in a pos-
itive declarative sentence, that is denied under negation, that is demanded in 
an imperative, and that is asked about in an interrogative”. It also determines 
the overall temporal and spatial frameworks, the argument structure, and the 
syntactic complement structure. Thus, a framing event component assumes the 
function of framing the core schema of a macro-event.

Motion is one of the five domains to which Talmy claims his typology of event 
integration applies. (The other domains are state change, realization, temporal 
contouring (aspect), and action correlating.) In the case of motion, the framing 
event is the figure entity’s motion along a path relative to a ground entity – it 
is made up of a figure entity, a ground entity, a path of motion, and the fact of 
motion (or locatedness); the co-event may be a manner of motion, a cause of 
motion, a concomitance of motion, and so on. The most schematic component  
of a motion macro-event is a path of motion, and languages are classified into 
typological types depending on what type of morpheme frames the core schema 
of a macro-event, specifically, whether a path of motion is expressed in the 
main verb root (verb-framed languages: e.g. Spanish, La botella entró a la cueva 
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flotando. ‘The bottle entered the cave, floating’) or the satellite (including affixes 
and particles; “the grammatical category of any constituent other than a noun-
phrase or prepositional-phrase complement that is in a sister relation to the verb” 
(Talmy 2000: 102)) (satellite-framed languages: e.g. English, The bottle floated 
into the cave.). Formally, AM markers seem to satisfy the definition of a satellite.20

If AM were assumed to be a type of macro-event that Talmy’s typology deals 
with, the question is whether its framing event is the figure entity’s motion along 
a path (as in other types of complex motion events) or the lexical event or situa-
tion. If one employs Talmy’s above-cited definition of the framing event in terms 
of what event component is associated with each speech act (e.g. command) 
and determines important facets of grammatical structure (e.g, the argument 
structure), AM seems to be different from motion as a macro-event as far as the 
Kupsapiny ALONG-DD complex is concerned, judging from my Sebei consultants’ 
comments – when the ALONG-DD complex is used for AM, it is the verb event that 
satisfies the definition, and the deictic motion is secondary. This also turns out to 
be most likely the case if one examines contexts where the ALONG-DD complex 
is used for AM. For example, the important event components in the clauses of 
examples (18) and (19) in which the verb marked with the ALONG-DD complex 
appears are the young men’s eating mangoes and a neighbor’s talking, respec-
tively, rather than the deictic motion event components, which could go unmen-
tioned in these contexts.

This seems to accord with Belkadi’s (2015) characterization of the motion 
component of AM as a “motion co-event”. If the framing event is the verb event, 
another remaining question is whether or not AM is a different semantic domain 
from motion.

5 Conclusion
As discussed, the Kupsapiny ALONG-DD complex construction differs both 
from AM markers in AM-dedicated systems and from DDs in AM-undedicated 
systems – it involves the addition of the ‘along’ suffix to the DD suffixes. Its use is 
not limited only to emphasizing the continuity or iteration of motion and describ-
ing AM by motionalizing non-motion verbs. Its meaning is not purely spatial, but 
always spatio-temporal or only temporal. Therefore, in such a system, AM does 
not seem to be independent of aspect.

20 In one of my previous papers (Kawachi 2016: 62–63), I analyzed the ALONG-DD complex as 
a satellite-framed construction wherein the fact of motion and a concomitance are conflated.
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Abbreviations
AL along
AM associated motion
APP applicative
D.PST distant past
DD deictic directional
DEF definite
DM discourse marker
EMPH emphasis
EP epenthesis
FOC focus
FUT future
H hither

INDEF indefinite
IPFV imperfective
LOC locative
NEUT deictically neutral
NOM nominative
O object
PL plural
POSS possessive
PRS present
PTCP participle
REFL reflexive

REL  relative clause 
marker

sb somebody
SG singular
sth something
T.PST today past
TH thither
VAF via/at/from
1 first person
2 second person
3 third person
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